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Abstract: In this research price and income elasticity of soya imports demand have been investigated during
1979 to 2009 using the model ARDL. First permanency of variables was investigated by unit root test
(augmented Dickey-Fuller test) and then the tests related to reliability of the pattern were performed. The results
of the present study indicate that price of soya imports demand is elastic which shows that importers have
good response to their imports price. Also, the income elasticity indicates the normality and elasticity of Iran
inner income on this product. In other words, more growth causes more import of this product. The existence
of co-accumulation relation between variables was confirmed and the pattern ECM was computed for soya
demand function. On the basis of error correction pattern and regarding error correction coefficient the speed
of adjustment is intermediate. 
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INTRODUCTION and after this country Netherland, Japan, Mexico,

Agriculture sector is of special importance due to for the first time in 1938 some seeds of fodder soya were
having remarkable abilities and capacities and is due to imported for the district of Karaj. But the cultivation of it
attention for its role in providing food products of the was not successful. In 1962 the industrial group of
people and preparing raw materials of some industries [1]. Behshahr imported some soya seeds from Japan and after

Soya  is  one  of  the  important  sources of that concluding agreement with farmers played a key role
providing  oil in the world. The most of growth process of in increasing the area under cultivation of this product.
oil seeds production is related to the success of soya Recently, soya is a main product in Iran and has different
cultivation. Soya bean exists in two kinds of oil and usages:
protein. During past years only the kind of oil was used in
industrial consumptions in Iran. But the kind of protein Substitution for dairy products (milk, yoghurt,
has found high place in the nutrition of new world due to cheese, ice cream and mayonnaise)
its nutrition values and useful properties in health. This Substitution for meat such as veal, hen, sea foods
plant is one of the ancient and native plants of East Asia and for cooking different foods such as soup,
and has been recognized in 2838 B.C in China and has khoresh, dish course, roasted meat, salad and
been cultivated more. It has been considered one of five sandwich
holy seeds including rice, wheat, barely, millet and soya. Preparing different kinds of bread, pasta,
It was studied from 1890 in test stations of America and confectionary, tortilla, dessert and finally in
was propagated 8 years later. Now the countries of preparing different kinds of fruit drinks [2].
America, Brazil, Argentina and China are the most
important producers of soya in the world so that they With ever-increasing population and consumption
produce more than 90% of global production. From 1999 per head, dependency on importing oil seeds increases
latter on China was the most important importer of soya daily. Regarding different usages of this plant and ever-

Germany and Spain are placed in the next orders. In Iran
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increasing demand, the government purchases remarkable Azizzade [6] has evaluated income and price elasticity
amount of soya from the global market yearly. Of course of imports demand of Iran capital commodities by ARDL.
in the last few years the production of this crop in the The results show that imports of capital commodities have
whole country has increased and it can nearly meet the inverse relation with the relative prices and have direct
needs of people. Also the government has exerted relation with the variables of domestic gross production
limitations on imports of this product regarding the without oil and construction budget. 
importance of this product in Iran and self-sufficiency Narayan and Narayan [7] based on the bounds
policy. It is necessary to be mentioned that different testing procedure for cointegration - the autoregressive
studies have been performed in the category of estimating distributed lag and the error correction test approaches to
imports demand function, especially that of the whole re-estimate the import demand elasticities for Mauritius
country inside and outside Iran. and South Africa. The data for Mauritius are for the

Shyh-Wei  Chen  [3]  in  an  articleLong-run period 1963 to 1995 while those for South Africa are for
aggregate import  demand  function   in   Taiwan: an the period 1960 to 1996. Domestic income and relative
ARDL  bounds  testing  approach  adopts  the bounds prices have significant implications on import demands of
test to determine whether there is a level long-run the two countries in the long run, with the former having
relationship exists between Taiwan's real import demand the most impact. The co integration space appears stable
function  and  it  determinants,  namely  real  domestic for both countries. The dynamic relationship in the import
income and relative prices. It is found that aggregate demand model is also apparent from the results.
import quantities and their  determinants  do indeed Pattichis [8] in an articlePrice and income elasticity of
exhibit a level long-run relationship. In addition, the disaggregated import demand empirical analysis of import
empirical results show that estimated short-run elasticity demand for corn, milk, butter and rice in Cyprusdeals,
and long-run income elasticity are both elastic but that using annual time series data covering the
short-run income elasticity is considerably greater than period1975–1994.The primary objective of the paper is to
that of its long-run counterpart. This indicates that derive long-run price and income elasticities of import
economic growth should have a relatively greater demand that can be used to analyze the impact of various
negative impact on trade balance in the short-run than in policies such as the adoption of the Common Agricultural
the long-run. Policy (CAP) when and if, the Republic of Cyprus joins

Ghosh [4] establishes a long-run equilibrium the European Union (EU).
relationship among quantity of crude oil import, income Qatmiri [1] has investigated income and price
and price of the imported crude in India for the time span elasticity of all real imports in Iran using the statistics of
1970–1971 to 2005–2006 using autoregressive distributed time series which has been permanent through logarithm
lag (ARDL) bounds testing approach of cointegration. difference. The results of increasing opening degree of
Empirical results show that the long-term income elasticity economic during the period are under investigation. Also
of imported crude in India is 1.97 and there exists a regarding elasticity of the imports in relation with relative
unidirectional long-run causality running from economic price and income this study emphasizes the possibility of
growth to crude oil import. So reduction of crude oil using substitution politics of domestic production by
import will not affect the future economic growth in India imports and demand control in order to limit imports in the
in the long-run. India should take various energy conditions of limitations of foreign exchange. 
efficiency and demand side management measures in As it is observed most of studies in the field of
transport sector along with other measures like expanding imports demand models have investigated the model of
and strengthening indigenous resource-base, substituting demand for a country generally in the case that a few
imported fuels by domestic fuels and de-controlling the people have used these models for a product separately.
price of petroleum products to reduce its import So evaluating the soya imports demand function in Iran
dependence. and investigating its price and income elasticity are of

Vaseqi and Torkamani  [5] have investigated factors special importance. 
influencing on the imports of corn in Iran during the years Regarding the theoretical basics of issue in this
1982-2004 using auto-explanatory method with wide lag study price and income elasticity of soya imports demand
(ARDL). The results of this study showed that the global have evaluated regarding proper explanatory variables for
and inner prices and also inner income are among the the product studied by the new and effective method
factors influencing on imports demand. ARDL and the role and amount of influencing each factor
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on soya imports functions have been evaluated and
compared. Also the statistics of central bank and customs
of Iran and the world food and agriculture organization
have been used in evaluating soya imports demand
function.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Introducing the Pattern and Collecting Data: In the
present study after vast and library studies it is observed
that in most published research articles in Iran and world
scientific-research publications logarithmic form has been
used for estimating imports demand function. 

In this study the long-term relation between variables
was analyzed using the data of price indicator of domestic
commodities Pd and the price indicator of imported
commodities Pm in order to gain relative price (the
indicator of imports price to indicator of inner price (RP)),
domestic gross production to fixed price (Y), the exchange
rate (ER) and real imports (M). The necessary data has
obtained in the form of time series and for the period 1979-
2009 [9,10,5].

The model of imports demand which has been
investigated in this study is a standard result with the
framework of imperfect substitution theory. This theory
indicates that when domestic and foreign commodities are
produced under fixed or decreasing costs and when every
country is both importer and exporter, neither domestic
commodity nor foreign commodity affiliate the whole
market. In the rest, the model of imports demand is
provided on the basis of imperfect substitution theory
briefly. On the basis of the theory of demand when the
consumption maximizes the desirability regarding the
limitation of budget, the import demand is defined as
follows:

(1)

The demand for real imports is a function of income
(Yt), the price of domestic commodity (Pdt) and the price
of imported commodity (Pmt) and exchange rate (Ert) [7].
Generally, the imports demand function is defined on the
basis of real amounts. So the formula above can be
rewritten as follows: 

(2)

So that: 

In order to evaluate price and income elasticity the
logarithmic form is used as follows:

(3)

In  time  period  t,  LnM  is  the  logarithm  of  real
amount  of   imports,   LnY   is   the   logarithm of
domestic gross production to the fixed price in Iran and
LnRP is the logarithm of relative price and LnER is the
logarithm of exchange rate. - (t) is the constituent of
disturbance which is limited to the classic statistical
properties [7].

The sign of income coefficient can be positive or
negative. If the imports like the other commodity are
inserted in one consumption function it is positive. If the
inserted commodities have nearly close inner substitution
it is possible the relation between inner income and the
request of product is negative. Therefore the sign of
income coefficient is infinite [7].

On the basis of the theory of demand, increment of
imports price decreases the demand for imports and the
imported commodities will become more expensive. The
another basic hypothesis is that the imports are always on
the basis of the demand program of them similar to this
issue that the demand is always equal to the real level of
imports. On the basis of any change in determining
factors imports for long term equilibrium level are not
adjusted quickly. This can be on the basis of different
factors such as adjustment costs, dull and lag in the
observed changes. For obtaining the speed of adjustment,
error correction model is evaluated as follows [7].

(4)

All variables  have  been  defined  before,  except
_(t-1) which is a constituent of lagged correction error.

The coefficient _(t-1) indicates the speed of adjustment
for obtaining equilibrium from shocking in the system.
Here  indicates the changes. 

In this study for using the data of time series and
providing inferences about them first the statistical
properties of them were investigated in terms of static
situation for the considered period using the software
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Eviews 6.0 and then the selected model was estimated
using ARDL for the considered period by the software
Microfit 4/0.

The existence of co-accumulation between a set of
economic variables not only means that there is a long
term equilibrium relation between these variables but also
it is possible to evaluate the coefficients of the pattern
using the method OLS consistently. But when the volume
of the sample is small the method OLS in evaluating long
term relation will not be without bias due to non
considering short term dynamic responses existing
between variables [11].

Benerji  and  Inder  with  using  the simulation
method of Monte Carlo showed that in small samples the
bias of evaluation can be very remarkable. Also Istak
indicated that the level of bias is in proportion with 1/n
and is of special importance in small samples. So it seems
logical to pay attention to the evaluation of the pattern
that has short term dynamic inside it and as a result
causes the exact evaluation of the coefficients of the
pattern [12].

For obtaining the above mentioned goals dynamic
patterns are used. In dynamic patterns for removing bias
arising from the small volume of the sample, some lags of
dependent variable in the model are considered. The more
is the number of lags the less are the coefficients of bias.
One of the patterns used in this field is ARDL which helps
the researcher in obtaining the above-mentioned goals. So
for recognizing this pattern we will interpret it [3].

(5)

(6)

(7)

In these relations, L is the performance of lag, w  is at

vector of non-random (definite) variables such as width
from the source, the trend variable and false variables with
fixed lags. Y  is the dependent variable and X  ist it

independent variable. The pattern above is stable when all
several-sentenced roots A(L) are placed outside the same
circle. With accepting the stability of the pattern the long
term equilibrium with the average path y  during the timet

will be as follows. (Sepanlu [14]).

(8)

(9)

The software microfit evaluates the model above on
the basis of OLS and (m+1)k+1 times.

The maximum number of lags (m) is determined by the
researcher and k indicates explanatory variables in the
model that are selected on the basis of one of the
regulations of Akaik or Shwartz-Byesian. As said before
if sum of the coefficients of lagged variables related to the
dependent variable is less than one, dynamic pattern will
tend to long term equilibrium pattern. So for the test of co-
accumulation the test of hypothesis below is necessary.

(10)

The considered statistics data for testing the
hypothesis above (as the statistics data t) is as follows. 

(11)

The amount of statistics data above with the
provided critical quantity has been compared by Benerji,
Dolado and Mestre and if this amount is more than the
critical quantity the hypothesis H0 will be rejected and as
a result, this theorem is proved that dynamic pattern will
tend to long term equilibrium pattern. In this statistics
data S  is the standard deviation of lagged coefficientsi i

of dependent variable.
In traditional definition of the method ARDL, all

variables must be permanent and with degree 1 so that the
evaluation is without bias of coefficients. But Pesaran and
Shin have proved that the model ARDL for estimating the
parameters of model is applicable when the variables do
not have the same degree. Pesaran and Shin have
recommended applying information criterion of Schwartz-
Byesian about stipulating the lags of pattern. The method
above along with applying the econometrics recognizing
tests increase the confidence to obtained relations (taken
from [13]).

In recent years the technique ARDL was presented
as a substituted convergence technique. Expressing the
method  ARDL  has  more   advantages  than
conventional co-accumulation methods such as
Yuhansen (taken form [14]). 
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Among these advantages we can refer to this fact
that ARDL has more meaningful answers in small samples
for finding co-accumulation relations while, Yuhansen
needs more volume of data for relying the results. Also,
although all other co-accumulation techniques involve
that all regressors have the same degree of accumulation
ARDL can be applied even with regressors having degree
I (1) or I (0). In fact, ARDL has the power of using the
combined results (if regressors have the same root or
MANA). So in ARDL it is not necessary to know the
degree of variables accumulation and to arrange them in
degrees I(1) or I(0) (taken from [14]).

Regarding the above-mentioned materials we can say
when two variables are co-accumulated there is one long
term equilibrium relation between them. Of course in short
time it is possible to be some degree of non-equilibrium.
In this case it is possible to consider the error term of the
relation below as equilibrium error. 

(12)

(13)

Now it is possible to use this error for binding short
time behavior yt to its long term equilibrium amount. So
we can adjust one pattern as follows.

(14)

The pattern above is called error correction method
(ECM) in which changes of y  are in relation witht

equilibrium error of previous period. The pattern ECM is
used for evaluating short time coefficients. The method of
work is like this: the parameters of long term pattern are
evaluated through ARDL. Then error correction term
(ECT) which is the same regression error of long term
static pattern is used with one lag as an explanatory
variable in the pattern ECM. The coefficient of ECT
indicates the speed of adjustment towards equilibrium and
it is expected that it has negative sign (taken from [13]).

Results of the Research: The augmented Dickey- Fuller
test was used in order to assess the permanency of
existing variables in the pattern of the present research
and to be confident of this issue that the variables are not
permanent with degree 2 and all have the permanency
degree 1 and 0. 

Table 1: The Results of the Permanency Test of ADF

Critical Values Table
----------------------------------------

Variable ADFStatistics %1 %5 %10

d(LnM ) -9.48 -3.67 -2.96 -2.62t

LRP 4.84 -3.67 -2.96 -2.62t

d(LnY ) -4.52 -3.69 -2.97 -2.62t

d(LnER ) -5.30 -3.67 -2.96 -2.62t

Source: Findings of Research

As  Table  1  indicates  except  the  variable  LRPt
which  has  permanency  degree  I  (0)  the rest of
variables are not permanent in degree 0. So with
differencing once the rest of discussed variables became
permanent.

As we know in other co-accumulation techniques it
is necessary for all regressors to have the same degree of
accumulation, but ARDL can be applied even with
regressors having the degree 1 or 0. In fact ARDL has the
power of using combined results too. (if the regressors
have the same root or are MANA) [12].

After investigating the permanency of the variables
we estimated soya demand function. The short and long
term coefficients of the variables have been presented in
Table 2. 

It is deserved to be mentioned that before evaluating
long term coefficients of imports demand function it is
necessary to investigate the test of existing long term
relation (co-accumulation).

In the method ARDL the existence of long term
relation is confirmed when modulus of the quantity of
statistics data t is more than the modulus of critical
amount.

For soya imports demand function the statistics data
t is as follows:

(15)

We note that -7.72 is the amount of t for soya imports
demand function.

Since the critical list presented by Benerji, Dolado
and Mestre in the confidence levels 99, 95 and 90 is
respectively -4.59, -3.82 and -3.45, we can conclude that
the hypothesis H0 based on non-existence of long term
relation between the variables of soya imports demand
pattern is rejected and the opposite hypothesis is
accepted. So we can say that between presented variables
for   explaining   the   behavior   of   imports  demand in
the model of soya there is one long term equilibrium
relation.
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Table 2: The Results Summary of Estimating Soya Imports Demand Function
Title function Variable short time coefficients T- Statistics Long-time coefficients T- Statistics
Soya Imports Demand Function LnM 0.29 3.27***t-1

LRP 1.35 8.84*** 1.92 6.10***t

LnY 10.97 3.30*** 15.63 4.34***t

LnER -0.51 -0.60 -0.73 -0.61t

Source: Findings of Research

Table 3: The Results from Error Correction Model (ECM)
Variable Coefficient T- Statistics
nY L 10.97 3.30***t

LRP 1.35 8.84***t

nER L -0.51 -0.60t

ECM -0.70 -7.72***t-1

Source: Findings of Research

As Table 2 indicates dynamic model is selected as
(1,0,0,0) regarding the criterion of Schwartz-Byesian. As
it is observed for this function whether in long term or
short term the coefficient of inner income variable and
relative price variable has positive and meaningful
influence and exchange rate is meaningless and has no
influence.

The results show that the coefficient of relative price
variable for soya imports demand function is equal to 1.92
which has meaning in the level 1%. This result shows that
1% increment in relative price causes 1.92% increment in
soya imports demand. 

In this evaluation the coefficient of proportion of
soya imports price to its inner price (RP) is positive and
there is an inverse relation between price and demand. It
means the amount of imports of this product does not
depend on its price but depends on the amount and need
and the consumption of the society. 

Also the coefficient of inner income variable for soya
demand function is equal to 15.36 and is meaningful in the
level 1%. This indicates that 1% increment in the level of
inner income causes 15.36% increments in soya imports
demand.

Regarding the results the price elasticity of soya
imports demand in Iran is 1/92 that shows that this
product has elasticity. The elasticity of the price can
cause  the  market  share of the product to decrease. The
elasticity of soya imports demand indicated that imports
have good response to imports price. 

Also  income  elasticity  of  soya  is  15.36  that
shows the normality of this product. It indicates also the
influence of Iran inner income elasticity on this product.
In other word, more growth causes more imports of this
product.

The existence of convergence between a set of
statistics-based economic variables make possible to use

 error    correction    models.    These    patterns     are    of
ever-increasing popularity      in       experimental
works. The  most  important  reason  of  popularity of the
patterns ECM is that short time fluctuations relate
variables to their long term equilibrium amounts. In Table
3 the results of error correction model have been
indicated.

As Tables 3 and 4 indicate the amount of relative
price  and  income  coefficients  in  the  short  time   are
less than them in the long term and relative price and
income  have   meaningful   influence   on  imports
demand. But exchange rate has no influence on soya
imports demand. The coefficient ECMt-1 indicates
adjustment speed of soya imports volume for explanatory
variables before they become convergent towards the
level of equilibrium. In fact it specifies that adjustment in
imports is not conducted immediately. The coefficient
ECM (-1) is meaningful and its sign is negative. The
coefficient 0/70 expresses that about 70% of soya imports
deviations will be removed from its long term amounts
after spending one period. So the speed of adjustment is
intermediate.

Concludes and Recommendations for Policy Makings:
Investigation  of oil seeds imports demand in Iran is one
of the most important areas of researches in the field of
agriculture products business, because regardless of the
importance of oil seeds in providing food needs of people
a few studies have been done in this field. The
descending trend of oil seeds productions in the country
has caused the increment of imports of this strategic
product in the recent years. Ever-increasing population
and low performance of oil seeds have caused ever-
increasing demand of it. 

A summary of the most important results from
evaluating the models is presented below:

Key long term results of soya imports demand
function in this study show that inner income and relative
price have positive influence on the volume of imports
and the increment of relative price increases the volume of
imports. In this evaluation the coefficient of the
proportion of soya imports price to its inner price (RP) is
positive  and  there  is  inverse  relation between the price
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and   demand.  It  means the amount of the imports of this such as dam-building and drainage and irrigation
product does not depend on its price but depends on the networks
amount, need and the consumption of the community. Attention to the transformational industries and oil
The exchange rate has no influence on the volume of and protein products
imports.

Price of soya imports demand has elasticity and it Performing such activities on behalf of the
shows that importers have good response to their imports government is an effective step in the field of improving
price. the quantity and quality of producing oil seeds and

Also the income elasticity shows the normality of decreasing inner price and finally decreasing the need of
this product and the influence of inner income elasticity imports of this product.
on this product. In other words, more growth leads to
more imports of this product. REFERENCES
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